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This edited volume aims to describe the transformation of supply chain
management (SCM) and logistics services by merging sustainable logistics,
SCM, sustainable consumption and lifestyle research. This assessment of the
transformation potential serves the development of sustainable business models
and optimized decision-making systems for achieving sustainable economic
value creation within a green economy. In 5 sections, the volume takes a unique
transdisciplinary approach to assess sustainable business practices within SCM
and the logistics sector, and to understand the interactions between logistics
services and consumer lifestyles while creating transparency within the decision
making process. This book will be of particular interest to academics,
policymakers, planners, and politicians. Section 1 introduces readers to the
importance of blended research and innovation between sustainable SCM and
consumer lifestyles for transformation towards a green economy. Section 2
addresses the question of how trends and developments in consumption
behavior and lifestyles influence the development of sustainable logistics. Section
3 discusses the transformation potential towards sustainable logistics using the
food sector as an example. Section 4 focuses on strategic decision making in
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SCM, and how long-term improvements of sustainability performance can be
achieved. Section 5 concludes with policy recommendations as well as research
and innovation perspectives for future sustainable development with SCM and
logistics.
The Handbook of Behavioral Operations Management provides easy-to-access
insights into why associated behavioral phenomena exist in specific production
and service settings, illustrated through ready-to-play games and activities that
allow instructors to demonstrate the phenomena in class settings along with
applicable prescriptions for practice. By design the text serves a dual role as a
desk/training reference to those practitioners already in the field and presents a
comprehensive framework for viewing behavioral operations from a systems
perspective. As an interdisciplinary book relating the dynamics of human
behavior to operations management, this handbook is an essential resource for
practitioners seeking to develop greater system understanding among their
workers, as well as for instructors interested in emphasizing the practical
relevance of behavior in operational settings.
This book presents the outcomes of the International Conference on Intelligent
Manufacturing and Automation (ICIMA 2018) organized by the Departments of
Mechanical Engineering and Production Engineering at Dwarkadas J. Sanghvi
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College of Engineering, Mumbai, and the Indian Society of Manufacturing
Engineers. It includes original research and the latest advances in the field,
focusing on automation, mechatronics and robotics; CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM/FMS in
manufacturing; product design and development; DFM/DFA/FMEA; MEMS and
Nanotechnology; rapid prototyping; computational techniques; industrial
engineering; manufacturing process management; modelling and optimization
techniques; CRM, MRP and ERP; green, lean, agile and sustainable
manufacturing; logistics and supply chain management; quality assurance and
environment protection; advanced material processing and characterization; and
composite and smart materials.
The book presents the proceedings of the 4th EAI International Conference on
Management of Manufacturing Systems (MMS 2019), which took place in
Krynica Zdroj, Poland, on October 8-10, 2019. The conference covered
Management of Manufacturing Systems with support for Industry 4.0, Logistics
and Intelligent Manufacturing Systems and Applications, Cooperation
management and its effective applications. Topics include RFID Applications,
Economic Impacts in Logistics, ICT Support for Industry 4.0, Industrial and Smart
Logistics, Intelligent Manufacturing Systems and Applications, and much more.
From driverless cars to vehicular networks, recent technological advances are
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being employed to increase road safety and improve driver satisfaction. As with
any newly developed technology, researchers must take care to address all
concerns, limitations, and dangers before widespread public adoption. Intelligent
Transportation and Planning: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice is an
innovative reference source for the latest academic material on the applications,
management, and planning of intelligent transportation systems. Highlighting a
range of topics, such as automatic control, infrastructure systems, and system
architecture, this publication is ideally designed for engineers, academics,
professionals, and practitioners actively involved in the transportation planning
sector.
Simulation Modelling Practice and TheoryModeling and Simulation of Manufacturing
Systems and Extended EnterprisesSpecial Issue: Advances in Modelling and
Simulation in Biology and MedicineSimulation Modelling Practice and TheoryModelling
and Simulation in Advanced Problems and Smart Systems in Civil
EngineeringSimulation in Air Traffic ManagementSIMS 2004Advances in System
Performance Modelling, Analysis and EnhancementXiaojiang Ye, Zhiwei Lian: Air
distribution numerical simulating of isothermal jet with interference parameters in large
spacereferee's report form for submitted papers for publication in the Simulation
Modelling Practice and Theory, Elsevier, AmsterdamAdvances in Modelling and
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Simulation in Wireless NetworksPerformance Modelling and Evaluation of
Telecommunication SystemsProceedings of the EUROSIM 2010, 7th EUROSIM
Congress on Modelling and Simulation, September 6-10, 2010, Prague, Czech
RepublicEUROSIM 2007Modelling and Simulation: Analysis, Design and Optimisation
of Industrial SystemsSelected Papers from the 3rd International French Conference on
MOdelling and SIMulation (MOSIM'01) ; [held from April 25 - 27, 2001 at the University
of Technology of Troyes, France]EUROSIM 2010Special IssuePerformance Modelling
and Analysis of Communication SystemsPMAC-2WN'2006Sustainable Energy and
Environmental Protection "SEEP2009"Political AttitudesComputational and Simulation
ModellingJohn Wiley & Sons
"Dynamic Modelling for Supply Chain Management" discusses how to streamline
complex supply chain management by making the most of the growing number of tools
available. The reader is introduced to the basic foundations from which to develop
intelligent management strategies, as the book characterises the process and
framework of modern supply chain management. The author reviews supply chain
management concepts and singles out important factors in the management of modern
complex production systems. Particular attention is paid to modern simulation modelling
tools that can be used to support supply chain planning and control. The book explores
the operational and financial impacts of various potential problems, offering a
compilation of practical models to help identify solutions. A useful reference on supply
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chain management, "Dynamic Modelling for Supply Chain Management" will benefit
engineers and professionals working in a variety of areas, from supply chain
management to product engineering.
Computer modeling and simulation (M&S) allows engineers to study and analyze
complex systems. Discrete-event system (DES)-M&S is used in modern management,
industrial engineering, computer science, and the military. As computer speeds and
memory capacity increase, so DES-M&S tools become more powerful and more widely
used in solving real-life problems. Based on over 20 years of evolution within a
classroom environment, as well as on decades-long experience in developing
simulation-based solutions for high-tech industries, Modeling and Simulation of DiscreteEvent Systems is the only book on DES-M&S in which all the major DES modeling
formalisms – activity-based, process-oriented, state-based, and event-based – are
covered in a unified manner: A well-defined procedure for building a formal model in the
form of event graph, ACD, or state graph Diverse types of modeling templates and
examples that can be used as building blocks for a complex, real-life model A
systematic, easy-to-follow procedure combined with sample C# codes for developing
simulators in various modeling formalisms Simple tutorials as well as sample model
files for using popular off-the-shelf simulators such as SIGMA®, ACE®, and Arena® Upto-date research results as well as research issues and directions in DES-M&S
Modeling and Simulation of Discrete-Event Systems is an ideal textbook for
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undergraduate and graduate students of simulation/industrial engineering and computer
science, as well as for simulation practitioners and researchers.
This book is based on the “Summer Simulation Multi-Conference” (SCSC), which has
been a prominent platform for the dissemination of scholarly research in the M&S
community for the last 50 years. In keeping with the conference’s seasonal title, the
authors have called this half-century “the summer of simulation,” and it has led not only
to simulation-based disciplines but also simulation as a discipline. This book discusses
contributions from the SCSC in four sections. The first section is an introduction to the
work. The second section is devoted to contributions from simulation research fellows
who were associated with the SCSC, while the third section features the SCSC’s most
influential contributions. Lastly, the fourth section includes contributions from the best
papers in the last five years. Features: • A comprehensive volume dedicated to one of
the simulation domain’s major conferences: the SCSC • Offers a scientometric
analysis of the SCSC • Revisits high-impact topics from 50 years of the SCSC •
Includes chapters by simulation research fellows associated with the SCSC • Presents
updated best-paper contributions from the recent conference This work will be of value
to anyone interested in the evolution of modeling and simulation over the last fifty years.
Readers will gain a perspective on what drove this evolution, and develop an
understanding of the key contributions that allowed this technology to grow into its own
academic discipline and profession.
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Presents an overview of the complex biological systems used within a global public
health setting and features a focus on malaria analysis Bridging the gap between agentbased modeling and simulation (ABMS) and geographic information systems (GIS),
Spatial Agent-Based Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design, Implementation,
and Applications for Malaria Epidemiology provides a useful introduction to the
development of agent-based models (ABMs) by following a conceptual and biological
core model of Anopheles gambiae for malaria epidemiology. Using spatial ABMs, the
book includes mosquito (vector) control interventions and GIS as two example
applications of ABMs, as well as a brief description of epidemiology modeling. In
addition, the authors discuss how to most effectively integrate spatial ABMs with a GIS.
The book concludes with a combination of knowledge from entomological,
epidemiological, simulation-based, and geo-spatial domains in order to identify and
analyze relationships between various transmission variables of the disease. Spatial
Agent-Based Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design, Implementation, and
Applications for Malaria Epidemiology also features: Location-specific mosquito
abundance maps that play an important role in malaria control activities by guiding
future resource allocation for malaria control and identifying hotspots for further
investigation Discussions on the best modeling practices in an effort to achieve
improved efficacy, cost-effectiveness, ecological soundness, and sustainability of vector
control for malaria An overview of the various ABMs, GIS, and spatial statistical
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methods used in entomological and epidemiological studies, as well as the model
malaria study A companion website with computer source code and flowcharts of the
spatial ABM and a landscape generator tool that can simulate landscapes with varying
spatial heterogeneity of different types of resources including aquatic habitats and
houses Spatial Agent-Based Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design,
Implementation, and Applications for Malaria Epidemiology is an excellent reference for
professionals such as modeling and simulation experts, GIS experts, spatial analysts,
mathematicians, statisticians, epidemiologists, health policy makers, as well as
researchers and scientists who use, manage, or analyze infectious disease data and/or
infectious disease-related projects. The book is also ideal for graduate-level courses in
modeling and simulation, bioinformatics, biostatistics, public health and policy, and
epidemiology. S. M. Niaz Arifin, PhD, is Research Assistant Professor in the
Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Notre Dame. A
member of The Society for Computer Simulation, and American Society of Tropical
Medicine and Hygiene, and the recipient of The American Society of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene Travel Award in 2011, his research interests include agent-based
modeling and simulation, public health, data warehousing, and geographic information
systems. Gregory R. Madey, PhD, is Research Professor in the Department of
Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Notre Dame. A member of The
Society for Computer Simulation, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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Computer Society, and American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, his
research interests include agent-based modeling and simulation, cyberinfrastructure,
bioinformatics, biocomplexity, e-Technologies, open source software, disaster
management, and health informatics. Frank H. Collins, PhD, is Professor in the
Department of Biological Sciences at the University of Notre Dame. His research
interests include genome level studies of arthropod vectors of human pathogens, the
biology of malaria vectors with a focus on the development of molecular tools that will
permit better resolution of questions about vector population ecology, ecological
genetics, and the epidemiology of malaria transmission.
The human capacity to abstract complex systems and phenomena into simplified models has
played a critical role in the rapid evolution of our modern industrial processes and scienti c
research. As a science and an art, Modelling and Simulation have been one of the core
enablers of this remarkable human trace, and have become a topic of great importance for
researchers and practitioners. This book was created to compile some of the most recent
concepts, advances, challenges and ideas associated with Intelligent Modelling and Simulation
frameworks, tools and applications. The rst chapter discusses the important aspects of a
human interaction and the correct interpretation of results during simulations. The second
chapter gets to the heart of the analysis of entrepreneurship by means of agent-based
modelling and simulations. The following three chapters bring together the central theme of
simulation frameworks, rst describing an agent-based simulation framework, then a simulator
for electrical machines, and nally an airborne network emulation environment. The two
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subsequent chapters discuss power distribution networks from different points of
view|anticipation and optimization of multi-echelon inventory policy. After that, the book
includes also a group of chapters discussing the mathematical modelling supported by veri
cation simulations, and a set of chapters with models synthesised by means of arti cial
intelligence tools and complex automata framework. Lastly, the book includes a chapter
introducing the use of graph-grammar model for generation of threedimensional computational
meshes and a chapter focused on the experimental and computational results regarding
simulation of aero engine vortexes. Authors believe, that this book is a valuable reference to
researchers and practitioners in the eld, as well as an inspiration to those interested in the area
of Intelligent Modelling and Simulation.
Political Attitudes: Computational and Simulation Modeling Camelia Florela Voinea,
Department of Political Science, International Relations and Security Studies, University of
Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania Political Science has traditionally employed empirical research
and analytical resources to understand, explain and predict political phenomena. One of the
long-standing criticisms against empirical modeling targets the static perspective provided by
the model-invariant paradigm. In political science research, this issue has a particular
relevance since political phenomena prove sophisticated degrees of context-dependency
whose complexity could be hardly captured by traditional approaches. To cope with the
complexity challenge, a new modeling paradigm was needed. This book is concerned with this
challenge. Moreover, the book aims to reveal the power of computational modeling of political
attitudes to reinforce the political methodology in facing two fundamental challenges: political
culture modeling and polity modeling. The book argues that an artificial polity model as a
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powerful research instrument could hardly be effective without the political attitude and, by
extension, the political culture computational and simulation modeling theory, experiments and
practice. This book: Summarizes the state of the art in computational modeling of political
attitudes, with illustrations and examples featured throughout. Explores the different
approaches to computational modeling and how the complexity requirements of political
science should determine the direction of research and evaluation methods. Addresses the
newly emerging discipline of computational political science. Discusses modeling paradigms,
agent-based modeling and simulation, and complexity-based modeling. Discusses model
classes in the fundamental areas of voting behavior and decision-making, collective action,
ideology and partisanship, emergence of social uprisings and civil conflict, international
relations, allocation of public resources, polity and institutional function, operation,
development and reform, political attitude formation and change in democratic societies. This
book is ideal for students who need a conceptual and operational description of the political
attitude computational modeling phases, goals and outcomes in order to understand how
political attitudes could be computationally modeled and simulated. Researchers,
Governmental and international policy experts will also benefit from this book.
Present day mechatronic systems are designed with synergistic integration of mechanics,
electronics and computer technology to produce intelligent devices for the purpose of solving
real-world problems. Crucial requirements for a mechatronic system are robustness and fault
tolerance, i.e. it should have the ability to process incomplete, imprecise or uncertain
information. Such systems often have to work in collaborative environments while being
subjected to adverse conditions yet adhering to strict safety standards. This e-book explains
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the fundamentals of designing such systems from the first principles and how to embed
intelligence into them. Examples in this volume are not restricted to production lines, but
extend to extreme safety based systems such as space and underwater robotics, autonomous
transportation systems, aviation systems and medical robots. Moreover, this e-book also
presents recent developments in the design of innovative and intelligent mechatronic systems,
applied to robotics and transportation systems, thereby providing an authoritative support for
researchers and professionals having basic knowledge in mechatronics.
Enterprises of the 21st century are crucial components in delivering services to society and
contributing to economic prosperity. Service is delivered when an enterprise is conducting its
business within its business environment. With the growing complexity of modern business
processes and continuously cha- ing business environment, enterprise study (enterprise
engineering)requires p- found engineering approaches with properties such as ability for
reengineering, scalability, adaptability, and reimplementation. Enterprises are purposefully signedandimplementedsystemstoful'llcertainfunctions. Asanysystem,ent- prises are objects of
continuous improvements, redesign and reimplementation. Usually, a redesigning activity is
triggered by changes in the business envir- ment, where the enterprise is functioning
(delivering its service), or an internal need for e'ciency. The departure point for any design or
redesign activity p- tinent to an enterprise is ?rst to understand the enterprise business
processes. Therefore, in the overall enterprise engineering activities, business process meling plays a central role. However, an extended enterprise and organizational
studyinvolvesbothanalysisanddesignactivities,inwhichmodelingandsimu- tion play prominent
roles. The growing role of modeling and simulation attracts serious attention of researchers in
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the context of enterprises. Modeling and s- ulation are the tools and methods that are e'ective,
e'cient, economic, and widely used in enterpriseengineering,organizationalstudy, and business
process management. Complementary insights of modeling and simulation in enterprise
engineering constitute a whole cycle of study of these complex sociotechnical system
enterprises.
Nowadays, engineering systems are of ever-increasing complexity and must be c- sidered
asmultidisciplinary systems composed of interacting subsystems or system components from
different engineering disciplines. Thus, an integration of various engineering disciplines, e.g,
mechanical, electrical and control engineering in ac- current design approach is required. With
regard to the systematic development and analysis of system models,interdisciplinary
computer aided methodologies are - coming more and more important. A graphical description
formalism particularly suited for multidisciplinary s- tems arebondgraphs devised by Professor
Henry Paynter in as early as 1959 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA and in use since then all over the world. This monograph is
devoted exclusively to the bond graph methodology. It gives a comprehensive, in-depth, stateof-the-art presentation including recent results sc- tered over research articles and
dissertations and research contributions by the - thor to a number of topics. The book
systematically covers the fundamentals of developing bond graphs and deriving mathematical
models from them, the recent developments in meth- ology, symbolic and numerical
processing of mathematical models derived from bond graphs. Additionally it discusses
modern modelling languages, the paradigm of object-oriented modelling, modern software that
can be used for building and for processing of bond graph models, and provides a chapter with
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small case studies illustrating various applications of the methodology.

"This book reviews methodologies in computer network simulation and modeling,
illustrates the benefits of simulation in computer networks design, modeling, and
analysis, and identifies the main issues that face efficient and effective computer
network simulation"--Provided by publisher.
This book provides control engineers and workers in industrial and academic research
establishments interested in process engineering with a means to build up a practical
and functional supervisory control environment and to use sophisticated models to get
the best use out of their process data. Several applications to academic and smallscale-industrial processes are discussed and the development of a supervision platform
for an industrial plant is presented.
The author presents current work in bond graph methodology by providing a
compilation of contributions from experts across the world that covers theoretical topics,
applications in various areas as well as software for bond graph modeling. It addresses
readers in academia and in industry concerned with the analysis of multidisciplinary
engineering systems or control system design who are interested to see how latest
developments in bond graph methodology with regard to theory and applications can
serve their needs in their engineering fields. This presentation of advanced work in
bond graph modeling presents the leading edge of research in this field. It is hoped that
it stimulates new ideas with regard to further progress in theory and in applications.
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This book presents theory and latest application work in Bond Graph methodology with
a focus on: • Hybrid dynamical system models, • Model-based fault diagnosis, modelbased fault tolerant control, fault prognosis • and also addresses • Open
thermodynamic systems with compressible fluid flow, • Distributed parameter models of
mechanical subsystems. In addition, the book covers various applications of current
interest ranging from motorised wheelchairs, in-vivo surgery robots, walking machines
to wind-turbines.The up-to-date presentation has been made possible by experts who
are active members of the worldwide bond graph modelling community. This book is
the completely revised 2nd edition of the 2011 Springer compilation text titled Bond
Graph Modelling of Engineering Systems – Theory, Applications and Software Support.
It extends the presentation of theory and applications of graph methodology by new
developments and latest research results. Like the first edition, this book addresses
readers in academia as well as practitioners in industry and invites experts in related
fields to consider the potential and the state-of-the-art of bond graph modelling.
This book presents an accessible account of the contribution of systems engineering to
modeling and simulation, especially to agent-directed simulation (ADS). With an
emphasis on the application of ADS systems engineering to large and complex
systems.
The increased computational power and software tools available to engineers have
increased the use and dependence on modeling and computer simulation throughout
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the design process. These tools have given engineers the capability of designing highly
complex systems and computer architectures that were previously unthinkable. Every
complex design project, from integrated circuits, to aerospace vehicles, to industrial
manufacturing processes requires these new methods. This book fulfills the essential
need of system and control engineers at all levels in understanding modeling and
simulation. This book, written as a true text/reference has become a standard
sr./graduate level course in all EE departments worldwide and all professionals in this
area are required to update their skills. The book provides a rigorous mathematical
foundation for modeling and computer simulation. It provides a comprehensive
framework for modeling and simulation integrating the various simulation approaches. It
covers model formulation, simulation model execution, and the model building process
with its key activities model abstraction and model simplification, as well as the
organization of model libraries. Emphasis of the book is in particular in integrating
discrete event and continuous modeling approaches as well as a new approach for
discrete event simulation of continuous processes. The book also discusses simulation
execution on parallel and distributed machines and concepts for simulation model
realization based on the High Level Architecture (HLA) standard of the Department of
Defense. Presents a working foundation necessary for compliance with High Level
Architecture (HLA) standards Provides a comprehensive framework for continuous and
discrete event modeling and simulation Explores the mathematical foundation of
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simulation modeling Discusses system morphisms for model abstraction and
simplification Presents a new approach to discrete event simulation of continuous
processes Includes parallel and distributed simulation of discrete event models
Presents a concept to achieve simulator interoperability in the form of the DEVS-Bus
The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) defines Systems
Engineering as an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of
successful systems. Researchers are using intelligence-based techniques to support
the practices of systems engineering in an innovative way. This research volume
includes a selection of contributions by subject experts to design better systems.
This book constitutes the refereed post-proceedings of the third Asian Simulation
Conference, AsiaSim 2004, held in Jeju Island, Korea in October 2004. The 78 revised
full papers presented together with 2 invited keynote papers were carefully reviewed
and selected from 178 submissions; after the conference, the papers went through
another round of revision. The papers are organized in topical sections on modeling
and simulation methodology, manufacturing, aerospace simulation, military simulation,
medical simulation, general applications, network simulation and modeling, e-business
simulation, numerical simulation, traffic simulation, transportation, virtual reality,
engineering applications, and DEVS modeling and simulation.
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